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Dr. English,
I would like to thank you and your staff for the professionalism and friendliness extended to me
during the recent weeks while I was being fitted for new dentures and implants. The staff has
been most helpful in working with me on scheduling, answering questions, etc.
My thanks to you for your patience and for convincing me to get mini implants. After having worn
dentures for 40 years, I was somewhat set in my ways and used to the limitations imposed by
dentures. I was even more uncomfortable with the idea of having something so radical as metal
pins screwed into my jawbone. As you know, the decision was not made without a lot of soulsearching and evaluation.
Now, after three weeks of having the new mini implants, I can tell you that the implants were the
right decision for me. It's hard to explain the difference that they have made. I can bite so much
easier, and I can definitely chew much easier. I had my first "corn-on-the-cob" last week, and
was able to eat it with ease.
In addition to eating easier, and more comfortably, I find I now can talk with a sense of comfort
that I had not experienced in some years. I no longer fear being embarrassed by slippage of my
denture. Being a professional, frequently in front of clients, I was constantly aware of that
possibility. That is no longer a concern, as the implants make my lower plate as firm as my original
teeth.
Again, my thanks for helping me make the right decision.
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